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January 2006 - Civil False Claims and Qui Tam Actions by John T. Boese of Fried, 
Frank, Harris, Shriver & Jacobson LLP offers a comprehensive analysis of the civil 
false claims statute - and a balanced approach to every important aspect of case 
preparation and litigation - from establishing the merits of a claim to determining 
the formula for arriving at the qui tam plaintiff's award. 
 
Author John T. Boese has extensive experience in civil fraud cases, both as a 
former DOJ attorney and as counsel to defendants.  In a clear and straightforward 
manner, he: 
 
• Walks you step-by-step through each phase of case preparation, from the 

perspective of both plaintiff-relator and defendant 
• Spells out the unique procedural requirements in a false claims action - from 

the applicability of statute of limitations rules to the scope of discovery under a 
"civil investigative demand" by the federal government 

• Collects, organizes, and interprets the controlling case law - including many 
unpublished decisions 

• Directs you to the relevant statutory provisions, rules and regulations that apply 
to the issues under discussion 

• Alerts you to the emerging judicial trends as well as issues that are ripe for 
litigation - and prepares you to act correctly in light of possible outcomes 

 
New features to this edition are: 
• A new section for municipal False Claims Acts  
• A new graphic "Diagram of a Qui Tam Case" 
• A proposal for a new Materiality Test 
• A new section on Causation 
• New Appendices containing new analyses of state and municipal False Claims 

Acts  
• The book is now available online and more user-friendly, linking users directly 

to cited authorities 
 
John T. Boese is a litigation partner in the Washington, DC law office of Fried, 
Frank, Harris, Shriver & Jacobson LLP.  With more than 25 years of experience in 
civil fraud cases, both as a former DOJ attorney and defense counsel, he has 
represented clients in white collar criminal and civil investigations in more than 40 
federal district courts.  Nationally recognized as an expert on the civil False Claims 
Act and qui tam actions, he is a frequent lecturer to private and government groups 
regarding civil and criminal fraud issues.    
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